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" ‘ men STRENGTH RECEP’I‘ACLE 
This application is a division of parent application Ser. No. 

667,512, ?ledSept. 13, 1967, now US. Pat. No. 3,496,896; 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is well known that pies and the like are normally merchan 
dised in metallic foil "pie pans so that the ultimate consumer 
can subsequently bake or heat the pie directly in its pan. 
Heretofore, in order to make such foil pans of su?icient . 
strength, it has been necessary to use a relatively thick metal 
lic foil. The thicker foil, however, is more expensive. 

Manufacturers of metal foil pans such as pie pans have been 
striving to strengthen the pie pan by changing its structural 
configuration so that a thinner gage of metallic foil can be util 
ized while still providing the desired strength for the pie pan. 
Moreover, when pie pans are utilized in connection with 

conventional pie filling machines, the pans are suspended on 
their rim flanges between two ' spaced parallel bars or rods 
after‘ they have been ?lled and are in the process of being 
removed from the ?lling machines. It is, therefore, important 
that in this position the pans be strong so that they do not fold 
or collapse and fall between the spaced bars. ' f . 

While structural con?gurations can be changed to increase 
the strength of the pans, theftnal structure must also be such 
that the pans will nest one within the other with the beads en~v 
gaging each other in what is referred to as bead-to-bead 
stacking. This arrangement affords efficient stacking of multi 
ple pans and makes dispensing the individual pans- from a 

feeding equipment trouble free, fast 
and efficient. . ' . . ' 

Summary of the Invention 

This invention relates to a-foil pan, such as a foil pie pan, 
havingla bottom transverse wall and an upwardly and out 
wardly slanting sidewall interconnected to the bottom trans 
verse wall, ‘and having an outwardly directed substantially 
horizontal peripheral rim‘?ange terminating at its outer edge 
in an annular reinforcing head. In making a pan of this type, a 
blank is normally cut from a sheet of metal foil such as alu 
minum foil. The blank is then drawn into a pan shape by‘ 
means of a punch and die. During forming of a metal foil blank 
into a pan, wrinkles or corrugations are formed in the sidewall 
of {the pan due to the foil being crowded in the outer 
peripheral area. The fact that wrinkling occurs in the sidewall 
during the drawing or‘ stamping operation is well known. 
'I-Ieretofore, when‘ the forming dies were fully closed the wrin 
kles were reformed by pressing which caused them to break 
up into striations which were small in width, height and length 
and very irregular in shape. 

I have found that by permitting corrugations projecting in 
wardly and outwardly in the sidewall of the pan with very little 
restriction and not reforming these corrugations even when 
the forming dies are fully closed that the corrugations have 
substantially uniformly disposed curved ridges and grooves 
projecting inwardly and outwardly of the sidewall plane and 
they extend uninterrupted substantially the height of the 
sidewall. By forming corrugations of this type in the sidewall 
considerable strength is added to the foil pan. I have also 
found that when the corrugations formed in the sidewall of the 
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curvature should, however, always be greater than the width 
of the ?ange and for best results it should be from 2 to 6 times 
that of the ?ange width. The curvature of the rim ?ange can 
be accomplished by providing the desired radius on that por 
tion of the die which forms the rim ?ange, as will be more fully 
described hereinafter. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

FIG. 1 is a top perspective view illustrating the improved 
pan of this invention; . 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic fragmentary, enlarged cross-sectional 

view of the pan illustrated in FIG. 2 being formed and also il 
lustrating the dies used in forming the pan; 

FIG. 4 is similar to FIG. 3 but showing the rim ?ange being 
formed; , 

FIG. 5 is similar to FIG. 4 but showing the start of the bead 
curling operation; and I , 

FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 5 with the ?nal bead curling opera 
tion complete. 

Description ofthe Preferred Embodiment 

The improved foil pan of this invention is generally in 
dicated by the reference numeral 10 in FIGS. 1-6 and com 
prises a substantially ?at transverse bottom wall 11 integrally 
interconnected at the junction area 1.5 to an upwardly and 

_ outwardly slanting sidewall 12 having an outwardly directed 
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pan are formed 'of nearly maximum height but not interfering , 
with bead-to-bead stacking of a plurality of such pans that 
maximum pan strength is achieved. The manner is which these 
foil pans are formed to provide these desirable corrugations 
will be described hereinbelow. , , 
Another structural feature of this invention that contributes 

to the high strength of the foil pan is that of curving the out 
wardly extending ‘rim ?ange‘ so that it is slightly concave 
downwardly throughout the width of the ?ange. The center of 
the bead at the outer terminal edge of the peripheral ?ange 
should be located no higher than the junction of the sidewall 
and the peripheral ?ange. The amount of curvature or con 
cavity of the rim ?ange may vary somewhat depending upon 
the width of the rim ?ange of the particular pan. The radius of 
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peripheral rim ?ange l3 interconnected at the junction 16 
with the top edge of the sidewall 12, the peripheral ?ange hav 
ing its outer edge terminating in an annular reinforcing curled 
bead 14. ‘ ’ 

In FIGS. 1—6 the structural features of this invention that 
combine to impart considerable strength to the pan are 
specifically shown. The sidewall 12 of the pan 10 has corruga 
tions 40 formed therein. Corrugations in the sidewall of such 
pans occur when the sheet metal foil is drawn into a pan shape 
having less diameter than the original sheet. These corruga 
tions have. ridges and grooves projecting inwardly and out 
wardly of the sidewall center plane, designated C in FIG. 3. In 
the conventional drawing die arrangement for making metal 
foil pans, there is a cooperating punch and die set that draw or 
stamp the foil blank intothe desired pan shape. The punch 
and dies used heretofore had mating surfaces so that the cor 
rugations of the metal foil in the sidewall of the sidewall 12 
when the pan was being drawn were restricted by the closing 
punch and die which squeezed the relatively large ridges and 
grooves into smaller ridges and grooves thereby producing 
striations. The ridges and grooves of the striations caused by 
the squeezing action of the closing punch and die are not 
nearly as uniform in shape nor as large as those formed 
without any or very little squeezing. I have found that if the 
ridges and grooves of the corrugations formed in the sidewall 
of the receptacle are of nearly maximum height in departure 
from the center plane, designated C in FIG. 3, of the sidewall 
12 but not interfering with bead-to-bead stacking of a plurality 
of such pans that the corrugations are more uniform in size 
and shape throughout their extent and contribute more to the 
strength of the pan than the striations mentioned above 
heretofore caused by the closed punch and die. . 

I achieve this desired corrugation formation in the sidewall 
of the pan by the punch and die arrangement shown in FIGS. 
3-6. The particular female die 17 shown in FIGS. 3-6 is pro 
vided with a bottom forming surface 18 for shaping the bot 
tom transverse wall 11 of the pan 10 when a particular bottom 
embossed design is desired. If a ?at bottom wall is desired the 
die 17 may simply have a cavity area instead of a forming sur 
face which is well known as a conventional practice. The 
sidewall forming portion of the die 17 is provided with a relief 
or cavity area 19. The cooperating punch 20 is provided with a 
bottom surface 21 that cooperates with the die 17 to form bot 
tom wall 1 1 of the pan 10. The pan sidewall forming portion of . 
the punch 20 is also provided with a relief or cavity area 22. 
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When the punch 20 and die 17 are closing to form the pan 10, 
the metal foil forming the sidewall of the pan is stretched 
between the circumferential radius 70 of the punch 20 and the 
circumferential radius 71 of the die 17. During this operation 
the metal foil forming the sidewall of the pan wrinkles to form 
corrugations. By providing the relief cavities 22 and 19 in the 
punch and die, respectively, the corrugations caused by the 
wrinkling are formed and when the dies are closed these cor 
rugations are not reformed to any great extent by squeezing 
them as was the practice heretofore. The relief cavities 22 and 
19 may be adjusted for any given pan con?guration so that the 
ridges and grooves of the corrugations produced are nearly 
maximum height in departure from the center plane of the 
sidewall 12 as possible without interfering with bead-to-bead 
stacking of the finished pans. When the ridges and grooves of 
the corrugations in the sidewall of any given pan are too high 
they prevent bead-to-bead stacking. 
Another structural feature of this invention that adds 

strength to the foil pan is the downwardly concave curved 
shape of the rim ?ange 13. The curve of the rim ?ange 13 ex 
tends from the junction 16 of the sidewall 12 and the rim 
?ange 13 to the annular head 14 disposed at the outer edge of 
the rim ?ange 13. For maximum pan strength the center of the 
bead 14 should be located no higher than the junction 16 of 
the sidewall 12 and the rim ?ange 13. Although the amount of 
curvature of the rim ?ange may vary, I have found that the 
radius of curvature, designated R in FIG. 3, should be greater 
than the ?ange width and a ratio of from 2 to 6 times that of 
the ?ange width gives good results. The center point, 
designated P in FIG. 3, about which the radius of curvature is 
generated is preferably located on or in close proximity to a 
line vertically depending from the junction 16 between the 
side wall 12 and the ?ange 13. This downwardly concave 
curve in the rim ?ange is accomplished as shown in FIGS. 3 
--6 by the cooperation of the rim ?ange forming surface 24 of 
the die 17 and the forming surface 41 of a clamping die 23. 
When the bottom transverse wall 11, sidewall 12 and ‘rim 

?ange 13 are formed by closing die 17, punch 20 and clamp 
ing die 23 the free terminal end 52 of the metal foil blank lies 
between curling dies 42 and 43 and in a horizontal recess 50 in 
the curling die 42. The curling dies 42 and 43 as shown in FIG. 
3 are moved in the direction indicated by arrow 44 relative to 
the die 17 and clamping die 23 to wipe the free terminal end 
52 thereby removing it from horizontal recess 50 and position 
ing it adjacent clamping die 23 in the vertical recess 51 in 
curling die 42 as shown in FIG. 4. The bead curling or forming 
dies 42 and 43 are then moved in the direction indicated by 
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the arrow 53 in FIGS. 4 and 5 so that the bead forming die 43 
comes into contact with the edge 45 of the free terminal end 
52 of the metal foil and begins the curling operation as shown 
in FIG. 5. The bead curling dies 42 and 43 continue moving in 
the same direction indicated by the arrow 53 to carry the bead 
forming dies 42 and 43 far enough to complete the curling 
operation as shown in FIG. 6. 
The pans 10 of this invention not only exhibit high strength 

but they nest one within the other with the beads 14 thereof 
engaging the beads 14 of adjacent stacked pans. By this struc 
ture a stack of pans may be transported and stored with max 
imum economy and can be utilized in conventional pie making 
machinery because they readily separate from each other and 
no time is lost due to shut down to denest the stacked pans. 

Tests 

Foil pans of this invention such as pie pans are normally 
suspended by the peripheral rim ?ange thereof when em 
ployed in conjunction with conventional pie ?lling machinery 
and the like. The standard strength test for pans recognized by 
the Aluminum Foil Container Manufacturers Association is 
one where the foil pan is placed between two parallel spaced 
rods and supported thereon only by the rim ?ange. Lead shot 
or the like is poured into the pan until the strength of the 
receptacle is overcome and it folds and falls through the paral 
lel bars. The more shot the receptacle can hold before folding 
and falling between the bars the stronger the receptacles. That 
test procedure was used in all of the experiments set forth 
herein and the test apparatus employed was purchased from 
the Aluminum Foil Container Manufacturers Association. 
The strength of a foil pan made in accordance with this in 

vention was compared with the strength of a prior art pan. The 
prior art pan had a bottom wall, an outwardly slanting sidewall 
integrally interconnected to the bottom wall, and an out~ 
wardly directed substantially horizontal peripheral ?ange ter 
minating at its outer edge in an annular reinforcing bead. 

In the tests conducted the alloy designations are those 
established by the Aluminum Association for wrought alu 

. minum alloys. The aluminum foil for all pans was in the extra 
hard temper, designated H 19 in the Aluminum Association 
(U.S.) Standards for Aluminum Mill Products 1963. 
One group of tests comparatively evaluated the strength of 

the prior art pan against a pan made in accordance with this 
invention with the diameter, foil gage, alloy and temper identi 
cal. The results of this group of comparative tests are sum 
marized in Table I below. 

50 

TABLE I 

Radius of ' Pan Prior art. Invention Flange ?ange cur- Aluminum Aluminum Percent 
Test Number M92332? wiidlthl, yaturg 0! foil gag‘? alltoy and Dim iévgligzlgz D811 23:18:‘; iéicreatsio 

- ’ c rnven 1011 in me empcr . in 5 ran 1 
inches pan’ inches in lbs. in lbs. g 

1 ______________________ __ . 8 384 1 .0030 ‘£3093 1.8 2. 7 00 
A) 
---------------------- -- 8 '384 1 .0034 2.1 3.5 00 

3 _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 8 ""62 2 .0031 { 3. 7 4. 0 1s 
4 ______________________ __ 0 _ - 389 2 .0042 { j 2.1 3. s 00 
5 ______________________ __ . - " “389 2 .0034 { 5052 j 1. 3 3. 1 42 
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Another group of tests consisted of comparing prior art 
pans made of varying aluminum foil gage thicknesses against 
pans made in accordance with this invention but with alu 
minum foil being thinner in gage. The pans compared were of 
the same alloy and temper. The results of these tests are shown 5 
in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2 

Pan Flange Radius of Aluminum Prior art Prior art Invention Invention 
overall width, ?ange curva- alloy and _ pan pan pan pan 
ameter, inches I ture of temper aluminum weight aluminum weight 

Test number inches invention foil gage, added in foil gage, added in lbs. 
pan, inches inches lbs. inches 

3003 
s .384 1 { ‘ , .0032 2.2 .0031 2.7 

s , .502 2 { Iiég } .0031 3. 7 .0030 4.6 
1 0 .389 2 { } .0037 1. 0 .0032 2. 0 

0 .389 2 { } .0035 1.0 .0034 2.3 

0 .330 2 { m9 } .0040 1.8 .0030 3.1 

It can readily be seen from Table I that pans of the same size 
made form the same aluminum alloy, gage and temper are 
substantially stronger when they are made in accordance with 
thisvinvention as compared to the prior art pan. It can also be 
seen from Table 2 that pans made in accordance with this in 
vention could hold a substantial amount of increased weight 
over the prior art pans even though the foil gage thickness was 
less. 
While various features of this invention are described and il 

lustrated as being particularly adaptable for providing a pie 
pan and the like, it is to be understood that the various fea 
tures of this invention can be utilized singly or in any combina 
tion thereof to provide other pans as desired. 

This invention is not be limited to only the embodiments il 
lustrated in the drawings, but the drawings are merely utilized 
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to illustrate one of the wide variety of uses of this invention. 
1 claim: 
1. In a metal foil pan having a bottom transverse wall, a 

sidewall interconnected with and extending upwardly and out 
wardly from said bottom wall, and a peripheral ?ange in 
tegrally joined to the sidewall terminating in a bead, the im 
provement comprising: the sidewall having corrugations'with 
substantially uniformly disposed curved ridges and grooves 
projecting inwardly and outwardly of the sidewall center plane 
and extending‘ substantially from the bottom wall to the 
peripheral ?ange, the flange being downwardly concave and 
extending outwardly of said sidewall and the center of the 
bead being located no higher than the junction of the sidewall 
and ?ange. 

2. in an aluminum foil pan having a bottom transverse wall 
and a circumferential sidewall interconnected with and ex 
tending upwardly and outwardly from said bottom wall, a 
peripheral ?ange integrally joined to the sidewall terminating 
in a curled bead, the ‘improvement comprising: the sidewall 
having corrugations with substantially uniformly disposed 
curved ridges and grooves projecting inwardly and outwardly 
of the sidewall center plane and extending substantially from 
the bottom wall to the peripheral ?ange, the ?ange being 
curved concave downwardly throughout its width and extend 
ing outwardly of said sidewall, said ?ange having a radius of 
curvature of from 2 to 6 times that of the ?ange width, and the 
center of the bead being located no higher than the junction of 
the sidewall and ?ange. 

.3. The aluminum foil pan of claim 1 wherein the corruga 
tions in the sidewall of the pan are of nearly maximum height 
not interfering with bead-to~bead stacking of a plurality of said 
pans. 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
Page“; No , 3 , 545 , 645 Dated December 8 , 19 70 

Inventor”) James D. Smith 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent 
and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

Col. 1, Lines 52-53, delete " rojecting inwardly 
and outwardly" and after 'corrugations" insert 
--to form--. 

Col. 5, Line 56, after "not" insert --to--. 

C01. 6, Line 54, change "Claim 1" to --C1aim 2--. 

Signed and sealed this 23rd day of March 1 971 . 
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EDWARD M.FLETCI-IER,JR. WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR. 
Attesting Officer Commissioner of Patents 


